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I feel my heart wide open and the butterflies fluttering
by
Of course you'll never know it 'cause I'm just your
typical guy who runs and hides
I'd bet you never notice that you whisper softly at night
Inside of those dreams and your late night endings
that tuck you away so tight

I feel my heart wide open and the butterflies fluttering
by
Of course you'll never it 'cause I'm just your typical guy
who runs and hides
I'd bet you never notice that you whisper softly at night
Inside of all those dreams and your late night endings
that tuck you away so tight

So take just one step closer, this isn't just pretend
Every now and then I wonder if this is over so I can start
again
And follow a road to a different dead end

I told myself I'd run to finally get away (finally get
away)
Avoiding all the thought that you'd be here to stay
(you'd be here to stay)
I found the truth to lying inside this holiday (inside this
holiday)
Another breaking point of you'll be my someday

I've handled my selfishness with the best of every
intention now
It's off to what else matters 'cause I can't think straight
and I'm gonna fall down
Her scent it lines the halls
It's things like this that I can't take at all
Studded belts and red lipstick
Boys are gonna shout, it's gonna make me sick (NO! )

So take just one step closer, this isn't just pretend
Every now and then I wonder if this is over so I can start
again
And follow a road to a different dead end
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I told myself I'd run to finally get away (finally get
away)
Avoiding all the thought that you'd be here to stay
(you'd be here to stay)
I found the truth to lying inside this holiday (inside this
holiday)
Another breaking point of you'll be my someday

So take just one step closer, this isn't just pretend
My game of disappointment that I can surely mend
So take just one step closer, my heart is in distress
Not thinking clearly all I do is second guess
So take just one step closer, so can surely see
This isn't just frustration, but a tale of fantasy
Another breaking point of how this'd come to be

I told myself I'd run to finally get away (finally get
away)
Avoiding all the thought that you'd be here to stay
(you'd be here to stay)
I found the truth to lying inside this holiday (inside this
holiday)
Another breaking point of you'll be my someday

I told myself I'd run to finally get away (finally get
away)
Avoiding all the thought that you'd be here to stay
(you'd be here to stay)
I found the truth to lying inside this holiday (inside this
holiday)
Another breaking point of you'll be my someday

You'll be mine someday
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